
We demonstrate against the dehumanizing statepropaganda!

We demonstrate against any kind of detention of people seeking asylum and

migrants!

We demonstrate against the illegal practice of violence by the Hungarian authorities

on the border!

PROGRAM

2.30pm arrival at Röszke  Páduai Szent Antal templom

3.00pm marching to fence

3.30pm speeches at the fence

4.00pm going together to detention camps

4.30pm speeches at tranzit detention

5.00pm final joint action

TRAVEL LOGISTICS

There is an opportunity for joint travelling. We will have a bus from Budapest. If you want to go

with the shared bus, please definitely sign up in the form. If you want you can give donations

for the travelling, we suggest 1000HUF.

If you travel by car and have free places to share, or if you want a shared ride (from any city),

please also fill the form. We will put you in touch in case your travel plans match.

Join us on the 15th of April on the Hungarian side of the border!

More infos:

facebook  Tüntetés a szerbmagyar határnál / Transnational demo HUN border

email  contact@migszol.com

Transnational
DEMONSTRATION

at the Serbian
Hungarian Border

April 15, 2.30 pm

Against
detention,
border violence
and state
propaganda!

Since March 15th changes in the Hungarian law were passed which mean that ALL people

seeking asylum will be detained in prisoncontainers at the HungarianSerbian border. It also

means that the only place to apply for asylum is in the two transit zones at the border, where

only 10 people per (week) day can enter. Everybody who enters the country ‘illegally’ can be

pushed back from the whole territory of Hungary to the Serbian side of the fence again.

These pushbacks are already happening since the fence was built in September 2015. People

report about serious violence committed by Hungarian police, including hours of beating,

humiliation, attacks with dogs and theft. A special unit of the police, the border hunter unit,

who gets trained in 2 months, equipped with weapons and sent to the borders, has started to

work. The legal changes systematically legalize the violence and over the last years have

decreased the rights of people seeking protection to the current level of dehumanization as

indefinite prisoners.




